
RENTED

REF. LFR3032

€3,300 pcm. House / Villa - Rented
Spectacular designer villa with a pool near the beach in Poblenou
Spain »  Barcelona »  Barcelona City »  Poblenou »  08005

2
Bedrooms  

2
Bathrooms  

140m²
Floorplan  

240m²
Plot size

+34 933 562 989 info@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Passeig de Gràcia 78, Principal 2º, Barcelona, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
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OVERVIEW

Beautiful modern designer villa for rent furnished in
Poblenou with a lovely terrace, garden, solarium and
swimming pool.

This contemporary house in the heart of the Poblenou area of Barcelona is located
near the beach and city and is distributed over 3 floors plus the roof terrace and
pool. The property measures 140 m² and has additional garden space measuring 60
m². The solarium and pool measure an extra 40 m².

The entrance level offers a wonderful open plan living, dining and kitchen space with
direct access to the terrace, garden. The first floor is where we find the bedrooms,
bathrooms and study area and the top floor is occupied by the stunning solarium
and pool.

Ideal for a couple or small family, this house was created by an architect couple as
their own home with high quality finishes and a clean, functional design with wood
and glass, creating unique spaces.

The property has wooden flooring throughout with underfloor heating and plenty of
storage space with many wardrobes.

lucasfox.com/go/lfr3032

Terrace, Swimming pool, Garden, Lift,
Wooden flooring, Natural light,
High ceilings, Underfloor heating,
Transport nearby, Renovated, New build,
Library, Heating, Exterior,
Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Domotic system, Built-in wardrobes, Alarm,
Air conditioning

Minimum Rental Period: 6 Months.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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